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So awesome we feel bad.



What was the last book you read? Are you an 
avid reader or avid for Lit? If you are here 
because you heard ‘Lit is easy’ or for other sad 
reasons, go away. Leave now. Yes, right now. 
You will read at least 600 pages this year. 
Thrice over. If you are still here, hello and 
welcome to Literature in CJC. You may have 
heard that we are insanely great. They are right.
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1 lecture
3 tutorials

2 texts
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Roxanne Teo

Marc Kenji Lim

H1
ces



The Age of Innocence.
Edith Wharton



Othello.
William Shakespeare



A Streetcar 
Named Desire.
Tennessee Williams
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A Future in
Business
Creative Arts
Humanities
Law and legal services
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IT IS SPRING
AND I AM 
BLIND.
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SELL
SELL
SELL

Old Spice TVC 
by Wieden+Kennedy.



TICKLE

Stickers by S.K. Lo



ROUSE

Les Misérables by Victor Hugo.
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British propaganda poster + Drake.



HOW
WHY

I T ’ S  A B O U T

A N D



HOW
WHY

WHAT Describe what is 
obviously there

Identify the artistic
methods & choices

Interpret the ideas 
and concerns





choices
perspective

sett ing

mood
tone

arrangement

character isat ion

ALL!ARTISTS!MAKE

title
style



effectsthese choices have

on the reader

desolation

gloom

eeriness
sadness



     One of the best-known images of 20th-century art, 

Nighthawks depicts an all-night diner in which three 

customers, all lost in their own thoughts, have 

congregated. Fluorescent lights had just come into use in 

the early 1940s, and the all-night diner emits an eerie 

glow, like a beacon on the dark street corner.

     Hopper eliminated any reference to an entrance, 

and the viewer, drawn to the light, is shut out from the 

scene by a seamless wedge of glass. The four anonymous 

and uncommunicative night owls seem as separate and 

remote from the viewer as they are from one another.



purposewhich have a

isolation
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underwor ld

disconnection

your response?

cr iminal



home
HOUSE

mind
BRAIN

film
MOVIE
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COLOURS

ACTION
GEOMETRY

lery sty



It is a truth universally acknowledged,

that young men and women in possession

of a good mind, must be in want of a good

EDUCATION



LITERATURE
‘A’ LEVEL

it is not passive rote learning.

it is about building your voice.



becool
READ!WITH STYLE

CHOOSE WISELY

SEE!YOU SOON


